
From: Montserrat Kim
Subject: Family information about K a Kim

Date: September 4, 2018 at 8:50 PM
To: v

Hi,
My daughter, K , will be a student of yours' this year at Glenfield.  I want to fill you in about important family
information that impacts her.  Her father was diagnosed with Stage 4 corectal cancer about 18 months ago.  We have
been upfront about his diagnosis and treatment with our daughters.

My husband is very private about his disease. He still works full time and tries to minimize the impact it has on our lives
which is pretty amazing.  I have promoted my girls to talk as much as they need to about living with cancer.  We will be
dealing with this disease for a long time and I want them to have as much support and understanding as possible.

As a family, we try to keep our lives going as normal as possible.  Of course - this is isn’t always easy or possible but it is
our goal.  We want our girls to participate in activities, try new things and live life as much as possible. 

Currently, my husband is treading water with this disease.  He continues to do chemo and some other treatments on a bi-
monthly schedule.  The treatments are increasingly more difficult to manage but he has an incredible constitution.   I don’t
know what this year will bring.  We continue to get scans and meet with the doctors.  If something changes to his
treatment that will impact K  (he has another surgery, enrolls in a trial, etc) I will update you all.

I also ask that if you notice something about K please let me know.  Her emotional health is a top priority to me and
her father as we deal with this awful disease.

I appreciate your time and want you to know that I am always available.  You can ask me any questions about my
husband’s cancer, K , etc.  

I look forward to meeting you at some point this year. 

Best,
Montserrat Kim

Please note, I sent this to her House P i teachers, please feel free to share this information or email with any other
teachers or professionals at Glenfield who you think it pertains.  Or let me know, and I will happily include them.


